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1. Overview  
 

2. Trends: Indian Passenger Vehicle Market 

Impact analysis of rising operating cost on various customer segments, especially first time buyers (FTBs) 

ICRA’s outlook for domestic used car market 

How OEMs are leveraging on shift towards used car segment to tap replacement demand?   

How fuel price de-regulation impacts sales mix for OEMs 

Is growth in current fiscal sustainable, or driven by discount and new product launches?     

 

3. Outlook: Indian Passenger Vehicle Market 

 

4. Segment-wise performance trends 

Micro: Tata Nano volume gained traction over last five months 

Mini: Segment continue to shrink due to changing customer preference in the backdrop of rising income level 

Compact: The segment remains the most intensely competitive with even more new launches in the pipeline   

Super Compact: New launches boost the volumes of the fast expanding Super Compact Car segment 

Mid-Size: Steady sales volumes of the new Honda City and launch of Maruti Ciaz have been the growth engines for the segment in 

current fiscal 

Executive: Pie continues to shrink 

Utility Vehicles: Healthy growth in sub-compact UV segment whereas large UV segment continue to shrink 

 Vans: MSIL continue to grow at healthy pace at expense of others 

Exports: Several OEMs started utilizing Indian operation as export hub, as their domestic volume remained subdued 
 

5. Quarterly performance trend of publically-listed passenger vehicle OEMs 

Maruti Suzuki India Limited 

Tata Motors Limited 

Mahindra & Mahindra Limited  

 

Annexure 

Key Macroeconomic Indicators 

Excise duty trend in domestic PV industry over last five fiscals 
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Overview  
  

 

Domestic sales recovered in current fiscal with 4.0% YoY growth vis-à-vis 6.1% decline in industry volume during 
FY14 
 

Indian Passenger Vehicle (PV) industry grew by 4.0% during 11mFY15 in contrast with the 6.1% decline in industry volume during 

FY14. Amongst various automotive segments, passenger car (PC, ~72% of industry volume) and utility vehicle (UV, ~21% of industry 

volume) segments registered growth of 5.2% and 5.5%, respectively during 11mFY15. Growth in PC and UV segment was driven by 

new model launches and aggressive discount levels prevailing in the industry. On the other hand, van segment (7% of industry 

volume) continue to shrink, with volume declining by 11.0% during 11mFY15 after registering a 19.6% YoY decline during FY14. 

During 2011-14, Maruti Suzuki‘s (MSIL) volume in van segment declined by 36.4% to 102,115 units as sales tilted towards diesel 

powered vans where MSIL is not present. With moderation in petrol prices, the sales volume for MSIL in van segment has 

recovered in current fiscal whereas that of other OEMs has suffered in the same segment. On export front, volume grew by 5.8% 

YoY during 11mFY15 with MSIL, Volkswagen (VW) and Ford witnessing brisk growth in volume whereas Renault/Hyundai witnessed 

decline in exports as they have started catering to European market from other overseas locations. Nevertheless, Hyundai 

continues to be largest PV exported from India followed by Nissan and MSIL. Export volume now constitutes 71% of Nissan’s 

domestic production as compared to 20% for industry and 32% for Hyundai during 11mFY15.  

 

Market leader MSIL further consolidate its leadership position 
 

MSIL’s market share expanded by strong 328bps YoY to 45.3% during 11mFY15, and it has further expanded its lead over other 

OEMs. Hyundai, the next largest player in domestic market has market share of 16.2% translating into lead of 29.1% for MSIL over 

its nearest rival. Several new model launches by the OEM (Ertiga, Celerio, Ciaz, new Swift/Dzire, new Alto with AMT), reduction in 

consumer preference for diesel cars (whose contribution to Maruti Suzuki’s volumes is lower than the industry), besides relatively 

fewer new models launches by other OEMs in its key operating segments, have been the key factors behind improvement in market 

share of the leader.  

 

Amongst top five OEMs in India, by sales volumes, Maruti Suzuki, Hyundai and Honda gained market share in FY14 and 11mFY15. 

Honda, which ranked 8
th

 in the Indian market in terms of market share till FY13, has achieved a significant improvement in its 

position and ranked 4
th

 as per industry sales volumes in 11mFY15 on the strength of successful model launches such as the Amaze, 

Mobilio and the City (both models having petrol and diesel variants). With sluggish volume off-take for M&M and healthy growth in 

Honda’s volume, M&M’s lead over Honda has narrowed down to 150bps in 11mFY15 from 479bps during FY14. Key players who 

saw their market share dip in FY14 and 11mFY15 include M&M and Toyota who did not launch any significant new model during 

this period in the Indian market. Tata Motors launched Zest/Bolt in H2FY15, which has helped it gain some traction in passenger car 
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segment over last few months. Going forward, M&M will be launching new products over next two years in fast growing compact 

UV segment, which should help in protecting its market share and support incremental volume growth.   

 

Moderation in operating cost and overall improved sentiments helping return of first time buyers 
 

Indian domestic PV market can be broadly divided under three consumer segments, i.e. First Time Buyers (FTBs), Replacement 

/Exchange customers and customers opting for additional car. Car being a discretionary purchase, FTBs purchase decision are 

impacted the most by increase in operating cost and macroeconomic headwinds. FTBs accounted for ~50% of overall new car 

purchase during 2012, which came down to ~37% in 2014 owing to increasing operating costs. Over last one year, gradual but 

steady decline in fuel prices (especially petrol), easing financing norms and overall improved customer sentiments has helped in 

return of FTBs which constituted ~45% of new car purchases in current fiscal. Consequently, small car segment, which constitute 

major share of FTBs purchase will witness improved volume traction going forward.  

 

Used car market continue to grow at brisk pace, with current market size 1.2x of new car market 
 

Supported by entry of organized players, increasing awareness and financing option, Indian used car market is one of the key 

beneficiaries of slowdown in new car market. Over last three fiscal, there has been sharp increase in domestic PV fleet age as 

customers deferred their new car purchase and few of them opted for pre-owned cars. Indian used car market, which is currently 

about 1.2x of new car markets is still quite small as compared to developed market (~3.0x). Considering strong growth potential as 

well as strong synergistic benefits to their new car business, many OEMs have entered into used car retailing bandwagon. While 

customers benefited from quality assurance and financing availability with entry of organized players, OEMs are able to tap 

replacement demand through exchange programme. For example, MSIL is likely to generate ~30% of its new car sales (by volume) 

in FY15 through exchange programme at its True Value outlets. 

 

Outlook 
 

In ICRA’s view, the Indian PV industry’s domestic volumes is likely to grow by 5-7% in FY16 supported by return of first time buyers, 

replacement demand owing to large base of FY10/FY11 and aggressive new model launches planned in compact UV segment. 

Indian used car market will continue to outpace new car market, and is likely to reach 1.3x of new car market by volume in FY16e. 

The industry’s profitability metrics are unlikely to see much improvement in the near term despite improved prospects of sales 

volume growth in view of (a) need for recurring expenses towards new product development, (b) increase in employee costs as 

several OEMs have announced substantial wage hikes, (c) likely sustenance of discounts-led sales push, (e) restricted pricing power 

in the wake of intense competition and (f) currency headwinds. However, as many of the cyclical variables become more benign, 

the PV industry is expected to revert to a volume CAGR of 8-10% (domestic + exports) over the medium term. Market share in the 

domestic PV industry still remains concentrated in the hands of few players, reflected in the fact that top four players account for 

~77% of industry volumes. This implies that profitability pressures on the relatively low volume players may be even higher 

resulting in sustained dependence on external financing to fund losses and capital expenditure requirements. 
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